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Telling Tales, art exhibition 22nd April - 2nd May 2022, Mon - Fri 12-6, Sat 10-6, Sun 11-5 

The Art exhibition ‘Telling Tales’ featuring local North London artist group Kolo London and taking place in 
Crouch End, London, is to be generously sponsored by Martyn Gerrard Estate Agents. The exhibition is a 
‘pop-up’ in vacant premises. ‘Love the idea of a local business sponsoring our art exhibition. I am so very 
happy to be given the opportunity to exhibit exciting artworks to our local art collectors’. Daniel Collins, 
Director Kolo London. 
  
The shop at 141 Crouch Hill is currently empty while the owners are looking to develop the site. If 
permission granted, it will include a zero carbon hydrophonic/vertical farm as well as apartments. 
Vegetables and strawberries grown there will be sold in a new cafe and shop being discussed as part of 
the development, as well as supplying the local restaurants of Crouch end and Islington. ‘We are very 
happy to be able to help the local community and give back with support for this exciting cultural 
exhibition on our doorstep.’ Simon Gerrard Managing Director. 

In Telling Tales, five artists find different ways to reflect on and respond to the present, through a heady 
cocktail of colour, texture, pattern, the juxtaposition of new and old, and the search for quiet in a noisy 
world. 
  
Sandra Von Haselberg reaches for new universes in her work. Through the use of digital tools and 
photography, they become altered, idealised versions of the familiar. Colour acts as both an expression of 
emotional release and a platform for conceptual thought. Beautiful but ultimately alien fairy-tale 
landscapes provide the viewer with a solitary vantage point to overlook vibrant utopias. 

The search for personal space and the sublime is also at the heart of the photography of J Tapani. Finding 
this in an urban world is the challenge and he draws the viewer in first to a meditative, quiet space before 
asking them to question the subject of the work itself. 

In contrast, the inspiration for Marianne Nix’s work is the Natural World, drawing together cumulative 
influences from History and personal experience, and specifically the stories of Darwin and the plant 
explorers. Her photographs of tropical plants from Kew Gardens are re-imagined and re-cast using digital 
manipulation, hand printing and traditional oil paint glazes, thus bringing together the old and new in 
layered mixed media compositions. The artworks evoke a sense of the exotic and a wistful nostalgia for 
foreign lands and time past. 
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Sarah Barker Brown’s paintings focus on the female body to seek insight into the inner truths about the 
lives of women. Intimacy, sexuality, pleasure and female friendship form the themes on which she weaves 
her narrative path, the way lit by tenderness and nostalgia. In some, the backgrounds are emptied, the  
figures free and unanchored by the material world; in vivid contrast, others are highly decorative and 
densely layered, but the limbs and bodies of her women take strength and power from this, and the 
delicacy of the transfer process she employs reflects the sense of the fragile world that surrounds us. 

Whilst Jukka Kettunen’s work is also figurative, using classic postures and artistic symbols from the past, his 
work is focused on creating new meaning from old masterpieces. Inspired by the ethereal and timeless 
paintings of the Italian Renaissance, and the way in which time itself has reworked it over the centuries to 
produce a deep and enigmatic power, he overlays them with contemporary views and forms. Thus, he 
both accelerates and collapses time to tell stories that reach back into the past and forward into our on-
rushing future. 

 

Established in 2022, KOLO is a contemporary art gallery based in Crouch End, London.  
KOLO artists’ are exploring the boundaries between abstract and figurative and/or the crossover of 
traditional art making and digital tools. KOLO artists' work is collected internationally and has been 
exhibited at places such as the Royal Academy London, Bankside Gallery London, Galerie Christian Collin 
Paris. Alongside their art Practice artists have worked as Creative Directors, Designers, and Documentary 
Makers. 

www.kololondon 
@kololondon 
Contact: Daniel Collins 07498 718755 

Martyn Gerrard Estate Agents is a multi-award-winning, family-run estate agent, selling and letting 
property in North and North West London. Since Mr. Martyn Gerrard opened the first office in 1964, the 
company has grown to span 10 offices and is one of the most respected independent estate agencies in 
North London. 

For further details please contact the Head of Marketing at Martyn Gerrard, Harri Laitalainen,  
020 8343 4230 or HarriL@martyngerrard.co.uk  

www.martyngerrard.co.uk 

 
This community event is sponsored by Martyn Gerrard as a part of their commitment to support local groups and activities. 
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